Coping with a New Baby

**The Boss Baby**
by Marla Frazee
From the moment he arrives, it is obvious that the new baby is boss and he gets whatever he wants.

**Julius, the baby of the world**
by Kevin Henkes
Lilly is convinced that the arrival of her new baby brother is the worst thing that has happened in their house, until Cousin Garland comes to visit.

**I am a big brother!**
by Caroline Church
The experiences of becoming a big brother reflects the extra tender-loving care needed by new big brothers as they adjust to changing family dynamics.

**I am a big sister!**
by Caroline Church
A celebration of the joys of becoming a big sister that reflects the changes that happen in families as experienced by older siblings.

**When I was king**
by Linda Ashman
A young boy describes how he is no longer “king” now that there is a new baby in the house, but then his family helps him enjoy the change.

**What sisters do best : What brothers do best**
by Laura Joffe Numeroff
A flip book by the author of If You Give a Mouse a Cookie describes all the wonderful things sisters do, and when turned over, it depicts why brothers are special.

**Little Miss, big sis**
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Little Miss discovers the wonders of becoming a big sister as she and her family celebrate the arrival of a new baby.

**Babies don’t eat pizza**
by Dianne Danzig
Presents information for older siblings about new infants, discussing how babies behave and the ways in which the family routine can change.
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